drapery &
window hardware

our drapery, your style
Our classic drapery options are ideally suited to a child’s bedroom. Whether
you prefer elegant Washed Silk, polished yet casual Linen-Cotton or casually
tailored Cotton Canvas, all offer insulation, light absorption and privacy.

choose the right style drapery
rod pocket

A versatile option, rod-pocket drapery has a fabric casing
along the top that can be slipped over a rod without the need for hooks or rings.
In this fashion, rod-pocket panels are used as decorative drapes rather than
functional drapes that can be opened and closed.
For functional drapery, we recommend a rod and rings. Our rod-pocket
drapery can be used with either clip or loop rings. Lined drapery includes
drapery hooks, which are for use with loop rings to create folds in the
drapery for a more tailored feel. We recommend using drapery hooks with
lined drapery. For sheer and unlined drapery, we recommend using clip rings
or rod-pocket style.
We recommend using 7 drapery rings to hang each rod-pocket panel.

roman shade

Casually elegant, our Roman shades pair the detailed
tailoring of shades with heavy weight and exceptional drape. A series of soft
folds are reinforced with horizontal ribs.

valance

Typically used with drapery to conceal non-decorative drapery
rods. Adds a polished accent to any nursery or bedroom.

light and privacy
blackout lighting

Provides insulation and superior light
absorption. In addition to maintaining privacy, blackout lining gives
drapery additional weight and body.

sheers

Used alone or hung behind drapery, sheers change the effect
in a room as the light shifts throughout the day. They can also hide a
less-than-perfect view, bringing the focus back into the room.

care & cleaning
If your drapery has developed fold marks, we recommend professional
steam cleaning, or use a hand-held steamer on the back side of the drapery.
Dry cleaning is recommended for all of our drapery to prevent shrinkage
and discoloration.
Routinely vacuum your drapery every 3 to 4 months with the dust brush
attachment on a household vacuum cleaner.
To store drapery, hang it in a breathable covering, avoiding moisture
and light.

window hardware
choose a style
to complement your décor
Select window hardware that’s in balance with the scale of your room.
Window rods are available in three lengths and two diameters, with various
styles of finials.
Coordinate the window hardware finish with other hardware and
furnishings throughout the room.
Choose a finial that accents an architectural element or accessory in
the room.

choose the right
hardware for the job
double-rod conversion kits

Conversion kits are used to
layer drapery. Sheers can be hung behind heavier drapery for versatility in
regulating light and privacy.

tiebacks

Tiebacks are used to pull drapery away from the window
in a stylish drape. Tiebacks are available in styles to match or coordinate
with finials.

rings

Clip rings are used to hang sheer and unlined drapery, while loop
rings are used only with our lined rod-pocket drapery, which includes
drapery hooks for this purpose.

measuring tips
how to measure for drapery
measuring tips for rod pocket

Measure each window
and doorway individually to the nearest ⅛˝ with a steel tape measure.
Measure each window and doorway individually. Often windows and
doors that appear to be the same size are not. Precise measurements are key.

choose the right width of drapery for the look
you want Measure the width of the window. For optimal results, add

floor length

Drapery should hang about ½˝ above the floor.
Measure the length of your window to the floor.

sill length Drapery hangs to the windowsill or just below the sill.
This is a good option for a window above a piece of furniture or for a
more casual look.

how to measure for
window hardware

a 3-6˝ overlap on each side of your window.

Allow 3-6˝ on each side of the window for when the drapes are
completely open.

Add width for fullness; adding extra inches to the width of your
window gives drapery a wavy or full look. Our styles are made without
added fullness.

Be sure to consider the extra wall space needed for decorative finials, as the
rod dimensions do not include the length of the finial.

To determine how many panels you need to achieve the desired fullness,
take the window’s width measurement and multiply it by 1 (tailored),
2 (standard) or 3 (full). For example, if you like a gathered look and the
window is 70˝ wide, you’ll need 210˝ of panel width (70˝ x 3).
To reduce light filtration, extend the width and height of lined panels
beyond the window frame.

choose the right length of drapery for the look
you want Restoration Hardware Baby & Child drapery lengths

are measured from the top of the fabric to the bottom. For example,
rod-pocket drapes are measured from the top of the rod pocket to the
bottom of the hem.
There are two options for hanging your drapery. Drapery can be displayed
either to the floor or to the sill. In both cases, drapery is normally installed
4˝ above the windows or near the ceiling.

For low-light filtration, mount the curtain rod 6˝ above the trim, and allow
the rod width to extend at least 3˝ beyond the window’s actual width.
When hanging rod-pocket drapery, there is some rod "take-up" when the
material is gathered onto the pole. If you want the drapery to hang just to
the floor, install rods with diameters less than 2˝ approximately 1˝ lower
than the finished length. Rods with diameters 2˝ or greater should be
installed approximately 2˝ lower.
Drapery that is hung from rings requires the drapery rods to be installed
at a height greater than the length of the drapery. With the drapery
attached to the rings, measure the distance between the bottom of the
rod and the top of the drapery, and add this measurement to the length
of your drapery to determine the correct height for installing the
window hardware.

Instructions are provided with all of our window hardware for
installation on most surfaces. Install brackets a maximum of 50˝ apart to
ensure optimum support.
Window hardware is usually mounted 4˝ above the window. To add
height to a room, mount the rod closer to the ceiling. If you want a layered
look for your drapes, convert an existing single rod into a double with
our conversion kit.

measuring diagram for drapery
& window hardware
Use this diagram to jot down measurements and sketch ideas.

Using a metal tape measure, determine the width of your window, taking
into account whether you’d like a wall-mounted or a trim-mounted rod.

measuring tips for roman shades
First, it’s important to decide whether you want to mount the shade
inside or outside the window casement. An inside mount doesn’t cover
the window molding and provides a more finished look. An outside
mount makes the window appear larger and is a good option when there is
insufficient depth for inside mounting. If using with a valance, we
recommend mounting the shade inside the window casement.

inside mount

Attach hardware brackets just inside the window
frame. Add ¼˝ to the overall width of shade to ensure it will fit inside the
window frame.

outside mount

This measurement is more subjective based on
personal style and preference. Attach hardware brackets at least 2˝ above the
window frame. Add 2-4˝ to the overall width of shade to ensure it overlaps
the window frame.

a - Outside window frame to outside window frame
b - Top of window frame to bottom of window frame
c - Top of pole to top of molding
d - Bottom of ring to floor
e - Top of pole to floor
f - Width of pole, not including finials

mounting hardware

wall or trim mounted? ________________ width ________________

length of drapery panel

floor or sill? ________________ length needed ________________

number of panels needed (tailored x 1, standard x 2, full x 3)
tailored, standard or full? ________________
width of window ________________

